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History of architectural practice
W design architecture studio was established
with the ideal of creating idea-driven
architecture in which forms, functions,
volumes and other standard components
of architectural design are synthesized, and
that submits to a central idea that guides all
design and construction. “Architecture is idea
expressed through forms ... idea in constructed
form. Forms are destroyed with the passing
time; ideas remain and are eternal” – Alberto
Campo Baeza.
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Human beings are emotional and, although we
require rational things like shelter to survive,
we require experiences and relationships (to
the world around us) to have a meaningful
existence – the spaces and places and even
the bits in between that we as architects
design, however small and insignificant, have
the power to transform our perceptions and
our very existence. The central concern of
architecture is how to control the physical
elements around us but also how we as people
relate to our world. DESIGN IS A GOOD
IDEA.
Architecture must offer human beings that
mysterious yet tangible ‘OTHER’ which is
beauty that emanates from constructed ideas
– that is something much, much more than
construction in the normal sense ...
Reflections of the land
The first and most lasting impression of

House Snyders, and the whole project,
is the river – and the presence of water.
The conceptual idea for the project was
essentially focused on extending and
reflecting the abundant natural LIFE on the
river banks which characterizes the area.
The natural level of the Crocodile River,
and most of the trees and wildlife,
is positioned a few meters below the
surrounding landscape. The steep footpaths
leading down to these areas serve as entry
points from one world to another. The
positioning of the structure and the journey
of entering the house is simply simulating
and reflecting the natural drop down to the
river in and around the living spaces.
The romantic ideal to recapture the
riverbank landscape means the house
is planned to allow the landscape to
eventually reclaim the built forms – making
the structure almost invisible. Veld grass
on the roofs camouflage much of what lies
beneath. Visitors arrive on a grass verge,
walk down a path with a series of steps,
and transition into another world – a world
within a world.
Once inside, one is greeted by a remarkable
vista from almost every angle – the river
landscape and an oversized pond that
dominates the home, and reflections
from the shimmering water casting a
glow throughout. The presence of the
water links one’s perception to the natural

environment. It reflects the surrounding
trees, clouds, wind movement and abundant
natural life.
Detailing and design of the structure aimed
to reinforce the idea of endless space.
Windows and openings are positioned
to ensure all spaces extend through the
structure into the landscape – no dead ends
mean the influences and ideas expressed
by the house extend beyond the walls, and
the presence of the landscape and context
is priority from almost every point in the
house.
The house is primarily orientated towards
the river on the east, but northern sunlight
fills the various spaces through deep,
recessed windows and skylight structures.
Window openings were used also as large
shadow lines to separate various elements
of the structure, like the complete upper
level of the house hovering above the
ground floor. The window openings are
recessed quite deeply to reinforce the solid
rectangular volumes, but also to control
the natural climate inside the home, with
sunlight only penetrating the home between
equinox and equinox in winter.
On spending time at the house one is
fully aware of the outside and the natural
context. The architecture aims to submit
and be less than the context, and the
experience is all about the lightness and
presence of the place. One becomes more
aware of the views, the moving sunlight,
the time of day and the seasons. This
building is not purely the sum of its parts.
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Unfolding the land
Walkerson’s Farm is situated in a beautiful
valley 10 kms east of Dullstroom. The
landscape is classically dominated by rocky
hillsides and slightly undulating terraces and
plateaus, punctuated by clear streams, quiet
lakes and thundering waterfalls.
The site slopes gently towards the Lunsklip
River and various dams and lakes on its
eastern boundary, and together with the
majestic views into the grassed valley
beyond, formed the basis of the conceptual
departure point for the design of this
house.
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These natural elements, the inspiration
found in ‘the great outdoors’ and the
escape from a busy urban life were used
and celebrated to shape this weekend home.
The conceptual idea and inspiration
was to merge the landscape with the
architecture – the natural with the human
… UNFOLDING THE LAND.
The owners associate strongly with Frank
Lloyd Wright’s idea of the Prairie Style
which was born out of his belief that we
needed fewer but larger rooms which flow
more easily – his antithesis to the rigid,
confined and closed-in architecture of the
Victorian era.
The architectural form consists, essentially,
of the ‘liberated’ barn-like living room
structure and two boxes, worked in native
stone, housing the bedrooms. The playful
philosophy of lifting the carpet or rug
of the natural veld grass and placing the

bedrooms underneath ensures that these
above-ground, earth-covered structures
provide the cosy shelter associated with
a mountain cottage, while still allowing
a contemporary perch with panoramic
connections to the landscape from all areas
of the home.
All functions are positioned along the
natural contours of the site, keeping the
built form as low-profile as possible and in
effect allowing the landscape to eventually
cover and merge with the man-made forms.
The absolute focus for these spaces, part
building, part landscape, is to celebrate
and be aware of the fantastic natural
surroundings and views. As the indigenous
vegetation and natural beauty recovers over
the next few summer seasons, this home
will be allowed to seamlessly adapt to and
fuse with its natural habitat.
“No house should ever be on a hill or on

anything. It should be of the hill. Belonging
to it. Hill and house should live together
each the happier for the other” – Frank
Lloyd Wright.
Floating in space
Nestled amongst a mixture of residential
and small business properties on a busy
suburban road in the east of Pretoria, the
structure was designed and developed to
fit into its ever-changing suburban context
as an adaptable space that can be used as a
house, an office, or a combination of the
two.
The illusion of INFINITE SPACE is
created by extending the landscaping of the
relatively small site right up to the edge of
the street boundary, effectively inviting the
street space and urban context to become
a visual part of the garden landscape. This
illusion is reinforced by the raised off-
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shutter concrete structure of the building
that FLOATS LIGHTLY above the garden
below on a couple of playfully juxtaposed
columns, and wraps sensitively around an
existing indigenous stinkwood tree.
The result is an inviting aura that lures the
visitor towards the courtyard entrance,
flanked on both sides by the two floating
concrete blocks. The solid core at groundfloor level houses the basic services of
the building, including the two hidden
sets of staircases that lead up to the
first-floor level. The moment one reaches
the first floor it becomes clear why the
main functions of the building have
been raised off the ground. The solid
concrete structure gives way to expansive
glass curtain walls that open up to a wide
vista of unobstructed views. The sharp
contradiction of a solid concrete mass
floating lightly between the leafy treetops
reinforces the idea of creating a ‘floating’
space on the upper level of the building,

that extends the PERCEPTION OF
SPACE far beyond the boundaries of the
property.

In addition, all the windows slide open to
encourage passive cooling of the building
through cross ventilation.

The simplicity of the exposed off-shutter
concrete construction system made it
possible to cast the entire primary structure
– walls, floor and roof – as a complete
simplified shape from a singular material.
The unfinished concrete elements create a
patterned texture throughout the building.
The use of glass marbles to fill the holes
left by the concrete formwork in the
walls allow for light to filter through the
walls and also references the construction
process.

Ultimately, the exterior of the building
is designed as an envelope to contain
the multifunctional interior spaces.
Considering the ever-changing fabric of
neighbourhoods as a result of densification
and subdivision, it makes perfect sense
that buildings should be designed as highly
adaptive shells that can accommodate the
changing needs of its occupants and the
context that it resides in. On a site-specific
level, the optimization of land use and
the multifunctional nature of the building
presents an alternative towards creating
sustainable neighbourhoods.

Careful consideration was given to the
climatic behaviour of the building. The
off-shutter concrete roof cantilevers
over the glazed wall sections to provide
deep protective overhangs against the
penetration of unwanted direct sunlight.

The building has a memorable presence,
but its occupants will be completely aware
of the ‘outside’ and their context.
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